94 Ford Ranger Manual Transmission Fluid Type - themani.me
what kind of transmission fluid do i use for 94 ford - it is important to have the right fluid in a car to help it run smoothly
for a 1992 ford ranger with a manual transmission the best gear oil is mercon v, 94 ranger 2 3 5 spd manual trans fluid
street source - ford reccomends mercon automatic tranny fluid for your 5spd same for both auto and manual, ford ranger
fluids capacities the ranger station - engine year fluid capacity a4ld 1994 1991 mercon multi purpose automatic
transmission 3 0 quarts drain and refill 6 0 quarts with torque converter drain add more fluid as needed 1 2 pint at a time
a4ld 1990 1985 dexron ii automatic transmission fluid 3 0 quarts drain and refill 6 0 quarts with torque converter drain add
more fluid as needed 1 2 pint at a time, what type of oil for 94 ford ranger manual transmission - motorcraft mercon
automatic transmission fluid is used in the 5 speed manual transmission in a 1998 ford ranger with the 2 5 liter 4 cylinder
engine and the 3 0 4 0 liter v6 engines, 94 f 150 manual trans fluid manual says type f bob is - just picked up a 94 f 150
has the 5 speed manual runs good and all and i want to change out all the fluids the owners manual says to use type f atf is
this info outdated and if so what would be a better choice for the truck type f is just such an ancient spec that i have to
believe there is something better, can you use atf in a manual transmission liveabout com - manual transmission fluid
types and capacity transmission fluid type capacity 5 speed mitsubishi note used in some ranger bronco ii and identified by
drain plug located in the middle of the pan 80w ep 5 6 pints mazda m5od transmission mercon r automatic transmission fluid
or equivalent 5 6 pints zfm5od hd 5 speed transmission mercon r automatic transmission fluid or equivalent, best atf for
ford ranger manual tranny bob is the oil guy - my ranger just hit 12000km manual tranny calls for atf and though i know
many of you will recommend things like redline mtl i know how good the stuff is used it in other vehicles i am still under
warranty and would like to use a mercon rated atf as the manual calls for preferably synthetic now that things are all broken
in, how to identify a ford ranger 5 speed transmission it - one of the problems that can arise when trying to identify the
type of transmission in a ford ranger is that the 5 speed transmission in the ranger is not made by ford the ford ranger 5
speed transmission is made by mitsubishi or mazda and you may not be used to seeing its identifying marks you can
identify a ford, 93 manual transmission fluid question ford explorer and - 94 ranger 90 bronco ii mercon fluid is fully 100
available and in production it s just not called by the mercon name anymore look for descriptions like dex merc or domestic
vehicle atf, transmission gear oil change ford ranger 5 speed firs generation - changing the gear oil in a 1987 ford
ranger 5 speed transmission 2 wheel drive the first gen manual transmission rangers with either a mazda or mitsubishi 5
speed spec for ford part d8dz
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